New Canadians/Immigrants & International Mature Students
Research detailing experiences of immigrant or international mature students is lacking, and current findings point
towards a critical need to further investigate experiences of mature students who are entering Canadian higher
education institutions within a transnational context. In addition to adjusting to Canadian culture, mature students
need to adjust to being a non-traditional student, effectively making their adjustment more challenging.
Key Points from the Literature
•
•
•
•
•
•

Barriers faced by new Canadian/immigrant mature Students include English language proficiency,
obtaining home-country school transcripts, and lack of financial support (Grabke & Anisef, 2008).
International mature students are increasingly put at a disadvantage because they do not have English as
their first language (Leder & Forgasz, 2004).
International mature students tend to spend more time studying and have more financial security (Leder &
Forgasz, 2004).
International mature students tend to have fewer friends, feel a certain degree of loneliness and have
difficulty working with others (Leder & Forgasz, 2004).
Classroom behaviour/performance connects to cultural upbringing for immigrant mature students (Lee &
Sheared, 2002).
Cultural discontinuity occurs when a gap exists between learners’ native culture and their current school
culture. Resultantly, immigrant mature students might feel marginalized, confused or isolated (Lee &
Sheared, 2002).

Recommendations
•
•

There is no ‘one way’ to address the complex nature of the issues that adult immigrant students face,
although Ontario universities and colleges need to respond quicker (Grabke & Anisef, 2008).
Steps for adult educator: design inclusive curriculum; examine cultural assumptions; promote community
development and involvement (Lee & Sheared, 2002).
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